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"Give me a lever long enough and a fulcrum on which to place it, and I
shall move the world. "

Market Moraga
offers new deals
for students
Organization hopes to
link students, commi.mity

bJ Tlllmas M1rp1
Assistant Opinion Editor

Max Crowell/COLLEGIAN
J
I
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How can America improve internat~onal
sta11din·g in the twenty-first century?
Kevin Quigley discusses use of peace, service for progress
11VT111C1h11
Staff Writer

"Ask not what your country can
do for you, ask what you can dci for
your country." The immortal and

profound inauguration speech of
John F. Kennedy in 1961 helped
jump-start the American Century,
the Space-Race, and even the Peace
Corps. Last week, Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow Kevin Quigley

spent time at Saint Mary's attending classes and giving lectures in
promotion and preparation for
the SQth Anniversary of the Peace
Corps. Dr. Quigley, President of
the National Peace Corps Associa-

tion, spoke of how America can
effectively and peacefully develop
its international standing in the
twenty-first century.
Opening with praise of JFK
see QUIGLEY, p3

Students present original artwork, videos,
at ninth annual Expressions of Blackness
Creative Writing Reading Series continues with an examination of pain and suffering
StafJ Writer

The ninth annual Expressions
of Blackness took place last
Wednesday in the Soda Center,
and this year's theme was Expressions of the Body. The cast
.members expressed themselves
through poetry, dance, and music
beginning with the hair, and moving all the way down to the feet,
ending with an expression of their
whole self.
To start the evening off, stu-

dents, family members, faculty,
and friends were led in song by the
musical group True Style. Then attendees proc:eededl:o an adjoining
room for a buffet-style dinner that
inc~uded gumbo, chicken, candied
yams, fried okra, and cornbread,
among many other dishes.
After the meal was cleared
away, Eric Anderson and Treasha Weatherspoon, the MC's of
the night, kicked off the show
and announced the first piece,
Hair: The Hairpiece by George
C. Wolf. The short skit elicited
see EXPRESSIONS, p3
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Moraga has long been characterized by Saint Mary's students
as a dry uninteresting town, where
businesses close their doors at
sundown. And for years, business owners have watched Saint
Mary's students flock to cities
such as Walnut Creek to spend
their money. The Market Moraga
Initiative hopes to change all
that, says student and founder
Matt LeBel. Through the use
of targeted advertisements and
student friendly promotions,
Market Moraga intends to refocus
Moraga businesses' attention on
the considerable student population of Saint Mary's College.
Partnering with local businesses and the Moraga Chamber of
Commerce, Market Moraga's targeted and personal advertisements
a r e
great
for business,
b u t ,

s a y s
founder
Matt ·
LeBel,
the ini- '--~~~~~~~~
Courtesy of Market Moraga
tiative
is a 11
about the students. LeBel and
a small team of other students
have seen Market Moraga from
the drawing board to its current two month pilot phase. He
explained that, in his mind, the
real purpose of the initiative is to
give voice to the wants and needs
of Saint Mary's students-wants
and needs that, with any luck,
local businesses will be happy to
answer.
Accessible through its Facebook page, Twitter page, and
website, Market Moraga strives
to be easily available to students.
Some may even have seen LeBel
and the Market Moraga team
handing out promotional fliers
aroµnd campus. A deal of the
day will be featured on the initiative's Facebook and Twitter pages,
while visiting www.marketmoraga.com and clicking "deals" will
show the viewer an entire list of
the promotions available through
Market Moraga. No promotions
require coupons or brochures and
all can be accessed with the swipe
of a Saint Mary's College ID card.
see MORAGA, p2
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E INSIDE P
January Term committee selects four
possible themes for 201·2, invites input
Popularity, interesting interpretation factor into theme selection
llV Hannah lmch
Staff Writer

The January Term Committee
has invited the entire-Saint Mary's
Community via e-mail and other
venues to submit suggestions for
the theme of next year's January
Term; the deadline for theme suggestions was last Monday. The
Committee met last Wednesday
to consider the approximately 30
suggestions that were submitted
this year, and have selected four of
what they have deemed the most

interesting for a community vote.
The choices for next year's theme
are: Inspirations!, Windows and
Walls, Crossing Borders and Beyond the Barricades.
Sue Fallis, a member of the
January Term Committee, stated
that CaTS has "established a site
where students, staff and faculty
can vote for their choice and leave
remarks supporting their choice,"
which will be available by early
next week. After that, voting
will be open for a few days. The
January Term Committee will

then look at the results and select
the winning theme based on a
combination of both "popularity
and interesting interpretation".
The winning theme will be
announced within the next two
weeks. After that, there will
be a call for course proposals,
which will be due the first week
of April; the remainder of the
semester is spent "working with
faculty on their proposals so that
we can produce the Jan Term
Catalog during the summer,"
explained Fallis.
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Patty Mills
seeks to 'Assist
Australia'

He was one of the youngest players to ever play for the
Australian National Basketball
team when he suited up with
them in the 2008 Olympics in
Beijing. He started for the Saint
Mary's men's basketball team
as a freshman, the first to do so
since Daniel Kickert did it in the
season. Before making
Process is effective, yet focuses on accountability, not growth 2002-2003
the jump to the NBA in 2009, this
Australian native once scored
1111 lll'VSll Wll'lllll
ies; however, the report concludes offense.
37 points for the Gaels against
Staff Writer
that these reasons are not clear to
The College's mission is for stu- .
Oregon, and helped lead the
most of the students whom they dents to learn and grow in all ways,
team to the NCAA tournament
and they want the student conduct
In November, the College took are affecting.
that same season. Now playing
One of the team's major ob- process to reflect this mission. It
a report of student conduct and
for the Portland Trailblazers as
the policies and processes that servations was that students who appears to the team that this is
a role-player off the bench, Patsurround it. The team, made up of faced the Disciplinary Hearing not necessarily the case, and the
rick "Patty" Mills is well-known
reviewers from other universities Board said it was a very "intimi- process focuses more on "student
for his athletic success, be it on
to eliminate bias towards students, dating and unsettling" process. accountability for mistakes" than
the collegiate level, professional
observed student conduct hearings In addition to this, many students anything else.
level, or international level.
The reporting team noticed that
and the consequences given to stu- feel that the decisions made by the
Recently, the world had the
dent offenders. They found that the board are biased. This perspective alcohol was the biggest cause of
chance to witness Mills' characprocess used to handle offenders is an issue that the team stated student misconduct, and suspects
ter and genuine concern for his
that the cases reported are only
is intricate, yet efficient and well must be addressed.
homeland when he announced
It is also reported that some a fraction of those that actually
thought out.
that he would be returning to
For those who are unfamiliar students do not see how the pun- occur.
campus to help raise money
The report was conducted in
with the process, there are three ishment they receive relates to the
in relief efforts for the victims
bodies that hand out the decisions offense committed, or what the order to observe and evaluate the
of the devastating floods in
to students: the Discip!inary Hear- point of the particular punishment processes pertaining to student Queensland, Australia that haping Board, the Peer Council, and is. Furthermore, penalties are conduct, to make sure situations
pened in early January. Mills
Hearing Officers. There is reason- imposed without students being are handled correctly and efjoined forces with a charity
ing to why certain students would taught the skills and insight that ficiently, and to stay true to the
t-shirt comp~ny to design the
be sent to one of these three bod- can help them from repeating the mission of the College.
t-shirts that he sold at the Utah
State vs. Saint Mary's game on
MORAGA: Student-run organization, currently in its pilot
February 19. The company,
WearsMyShirt, was started by
stage, hopes to give voice to the needs of students
another Saint Mary's graduate,
Josh Unruh. Mills hopes to raise
continued from page 1
$50,000 for the relief efforts
Still very much in its infancy, students participate, the more Moraga.
by selling the shirts, which are
Market Moraga's promotions are individual businesses will parMany students have expressed marked at $20 apiece.
limited to, as its name suggests, ticipate, hopefully leading to com- optimism and excitement over
Though the jump from colbusinesses within the Town of munity wide participation. Only Market Moraga, which is differ- lege to the NBA can be a rough
Moraga; however, the initiative's weeks into iis initial pilot phase, ent from other organizations such one, Mills has taken the change
informational brochure and con- Market Moraga plans to shift as Shop Moraga First and Grou- in stride, and accepted his role
versations with LeBel suggest ii from flat percentage discounts to pon in that Market Moraga is as a Blazer, backing up veteran
desire to expand should Market tangible and targeted deals where entirely student run and directed, point guard Andre Miller and
Moraga continue to succeed. students can clearly. see-and focusing solely on the needs of the bringing energy for Portland's
LeBel explained that the more feel-the benefits of shopping in Saint Mary's community.
second unit. Leaving the collegiate sports world can be met
with much criticism, and though
Mills may have received some
flak for leaving his Gaels early, it
at South Claeys entrance; referred is clear that he has not forgotten
02/18/11
9:42 p.m.
ti on.
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana to Community Life:
Incident: Petty theft.
his Lasallian background.
Synopsis: Missing kitchen knife anq paraphernalia in Syufy Hall;
Too often we hear about young
02/21111
7:02 p.m.
•
from Claeys South; referred to referred to Community Life.
players in professional sports actIncident: Information only.
Community Life.
ing out by accepting money pre02/19/11
3:15 a.m.
Synopsis: Suspicious person ha- maturely from teams or agents,
rassing students at Dryden Hall; dealing drugs, and otherwise
02/18/11
10:22 p.m.
Incident: Information only.
Incident: Student handbook viola- Synopsis: Improper use of a fire suspended.
acting as poor role models for
extinguisher on ground floor of
tion.
today's youth. For a player of
1:10 a.m.
Synopsis: Alcohol confiscated De La Salle Hall; referred to Com- 02/22/11
his age to realize the bigger picfrom Mitty Hall; referred to Com- munity Life and Facilities Services. Incident: Petty theft.
ture and act so selflessly in this
Synopsis: Theft of laundry in way is admirable. As a former
munity Life.
02/20/11
11:36 p.m.
Ageno Hall; referred to Commu- Gael, Mills is demonstrating that
Incident: Information only.
nity Life.
02/19/11
12:12 a.m.
despite his early exit from our
Synopsis: Garbage can on fire in
Incident: Information only.
campus, he learned a thing or two
02/22/11
10:49 p.m.
Synopsis: Po.ssible harassment at front of Library; suspended.
about being Lasallian. For more
Incident: Suspicious circumstanc- information about the relief efSoda Center; referred to Com02/21111
3:30 p.m.
munity Life.
es.
,
forts, and to buy your own t-shirt
Synopsis : Disturbance reported to help support Patty's effort,
Incident: Information only.
12:45 a.m.
Synopsis: Tampering with stu- (unfounded) in Ferroggiaro Quad; visit http:/ /www.wearsmyshirt.
02/19/11
Incident: Student handbook viola- dent's personal property - bicycle referred to Community Life.
com/ pattymills.

Students find disciplinary process 'unsettling'

TIJir~ is dill Ofticlal ~

MICHAEL BRUER

Crime Beat
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Featured Professor: Robert Gorsch
llJ llchHI Bruer
Editor-in-Chief

Anyone familiar with the English
Department on our campus is aware
that it contains quite a cast of characters. One of its more quirky members
is Professor Robert Gorsch. After
experiencing life on both coasts of
the United States, Gorsch decided
to settle back onto the west coast.
He joined the Saint Mary's family
in 1984.
His collegiate education began
nearby at the University of California at Berkeley. He grew up in
Northern California as an avid
reader, particularly of fiction, and
more specifically of science fiction
and fantasy with imaginary worlds.
Despite his father's wishes for him
to study Ecor..omics, Gorsch found
his calling in English, and laid out
three educational goals: 1) Major in
English, 2) study Latin, and 3) study

Philosophy. His graduate studies including Medieval/Renaissance,
took him east, to Harvard University, Composition, Literacy Method,
where he received his PhD in Eng- Science Fiction, ·and Linguistics.
lish and AmeriHe says, "I enjoy
can Language
teaching literature
and Literature. He
specifically bespent seven years
cause it allows
in Cambridge,
you to explore and
Massachusetts
re-explore a suband Providence,
ject matter. I apRhode Island,
proach my classes
of which he re·as an exploration
marked, "It was
and an attempt to
a really good exhelp a group of
perience for me
students share in
as a small-town
that exploration."
Californian living
Gorsch says his
on the east coast.
Courtesy of stmary•-ca.edu goal in literature
It's also interestclasses is to ask the
ing that I ended
question, "What is
up back in the same area where my valuable to talk about in this work?"
mom grew up."
Gorsch says that he enjoys lisProfessor Gorsch teaches many tening to classical and jazz music,
classes in the English curriculum, saying, "It helps soothe me as I am

commuting." His roots are in 60's
and 70's rock, however, with Pink
Floyd as one of his all-time favorites.
Finally, Gorsch identifies himself
as an amateur astronomer, and has
been one since childhood. "I like to
take my telescope out into the front
yard and see what I can see."
Professor Gorsch indicated that
the English Department seems to
be lacking a course about Early 1gm
century British romantic poets. "It's
regrettable, as that is some of the
best British poetry. In college I liked
romantic poetry, and I wish we could
explore more closely the relationship
between American and British literature, but unfortunately we seal them
off from each other." He also added
that a more worldly approach to
literature would be beneficial to the
program. He would like to see countries such as Australia represented in
the repertoire of Literature studies.

QUIGLEY: Being a Peace Corps Volunteer is a 'vocation of service', says Quigley
continued from page 1
and current U.S. President Barack
Obama, Dr. Quigley said is looking to inspire a new generation of
Peace Corps Volunteers (PCVs),
in which he hopes to "hand the
torch" in order to foster new
creativity and thought. Not only
does Kevin Quigley truly believe
in the virtue and duty of the Peace
Corps, but he also comprehends
that the vocation of a PCV is a vocation of service, dedication, and
remarkable personal perseverance.
He understands the self-sacrifice of
a PCV because he served as one in
Thailand during the early 1970's.
Speaking to a room of about
fifty current students and twenty-

five alumni, many of who served
in the Peace Corps, Kevin Quigley
championed the use of peace
and knowledge as a means for
economic progress and political
stability. Lionizing "the tangible
benefits of service," he encouraged
those in attendance to pull their
weight as a part of local and global
communities.
When asked if the Peace Corps
was worth the almost $400 million
annual budget, Dr. Quigley defended the merit and consequence
of a program· that does have a
measurable benefit in over 75
countries. He reminded the audience that the Peace Corps budget

is "less than one thousandth that of
the defense budget for 2010" (not
including the cost of the Wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq, according
to the Christian Science Monitor). He also criticized the recent
budget proposal by the House of
Representatives, which cuts the
budget of the Peace Corps by 17%
annually, and entirely eliminates
domestic funding for AmeriCorps,
.-,.,-- for America...,.___
Teach
and Planned
Parenthood, all of which are vital
civil services for the poor and
needy.
Dr. Quigley elaborated that he
could not comprehend the strategy
of cutting these domestic pro-

__

grams as they ·are relatively cheap
and promote the general welfare
of many millions of Americans.
"Few things in life are sure, but
service, including service in the
Peace Corps, will improve your life
and the lives of others."
After completing his keynote,
Kevin Quigley reminded those in
attendance of the ancient Greek
inventor and philosopher Archi-.
medes who once said, "Give me
·a lever long enough and a fulcrum
on which to place it, and I shall
move the world" - a fitting slogan
for a man and an organization
that strives to nurture peace and
prosperity in the world today.

EXPRESSIONS: Students revea.1 most negative, positive comments they have received
continued from page 1
many laughs from the crowd as
Travana Colbert, Jalisa Grigsby,
and Shawnnie White's characters
argued over which hairpiece to
wear, and a short excerpt from
Chris Rock's documentary Good
Hair was played to set the scene.
Following the Hair skit was an
original poem read by Amber
Butts called 'Technology', which
spoke of mental illness and positive thinking. Moving down from
the Head to the Ears, Grigsby
performed the Evolution of Music,
which included spirituals, blues,
jazz, and soul. In Voice: Our Voice
the entire Expressions of Black-

ness cast took the stage to talk
about the most negative comment
they have ever received, followed
by the most positive. True Style
took the stage again to perform
their original song, "Kick Rocks."
For the segment on Skin,
Teasara Thompson made an
original video entitled My Skin
Is," which featured Saint Mary's
students pictured with small hand
made signs featuring hand written messages such as "My Skin is
Beautiful," "My Skin is Me," and
"My Skin Does Not Define Me."
Craig Warren also performed the
poem Harlem Sweeties by Langston

Hughes. After the presentation
about the Skin, Corliss Watkins
came to the stage to speak about
the Chest, and how triple-negative
breast cancer affected her and her
friend Cheryl Flowers. She also
preformed 'Phenomenal Woman',
by Maya Angelou, which was met
with cheers and applause from
the crowd.
The next to perform was Camelia Taylor, reading her original
poem 'Black Love' for the segment on the Heart, followed by
'This Shade of Gray', an original
poem written and performed
by Kaleb Lawson. Saint Mary's

The Career Center is Going Mobile!
We are taking our show on the road three times a week.
Stop by and chat with one of our Mobile Career Experts.
You can find us from 12:00-1 :00 pm
Mondays - Brousseau Hall
Tuesdays - Library
Thursdays - Oliver Hall
The Career Center - BUG Hall - x4600

alumnus Napolean Dargan took
the stage to present his original
artwork, My Heavy Chain, and to
talk about the struggles of graduate school. Moving down to the
Hips, Thompson read Lucille
Clifton's poem 'Homage to my
Hips'. To express the Legs, Eric
Anderson's Exploitation of Black
Athletes, a video slideshow of famous and powerful black athletes,
was played.
Lastly, Lioet Alemu, Mareme
Diakhate, and Fiona Emahazion
preformed two different types
of African Dances for the Feet
segment.

p.m. - 2:10 p.m.
LeFevre Theatre
C<>,ntact Barbara 'Smith
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OPiNioN
Columbia Feature: Israel's ironic oppression of Palestine
Disgraces Student sees Palestinian subjugation first hand during Jan Term travel course
travelers.
barrels meant to make life difficult Jews. One of them described
We went to Hebron, a city in the for the remaining Palestinians. how Nazis would paint stars of
Veterans
West Bank and south of Jerusa- As we approached another part David on Jewish owned stores
Ill T111mas

••'I••

he boy in the green military
fatigues asked me for my
passport. I had been in the Middle
East for about two and a half
weeks. We were going through a
checkpoint to get into Jerusalem,
an international city that is being
illegally annexed by Israel. It was
a dangerous time to be traveling
through the Holy Land: before I
left home I vyas bombarded by
messages from friends and loved
ones saying how there was war
"over there" and that going into
Palestine was dangerous. Some
friends joked that I wasn't going
to make it back.
·
Dealing with the random
checkpoints was merely a hassle.
No one on the Jan Term course,

lem, to meet with a representative
of the Temporary International
Presence in Hebron (TIPH). The
TIPH was established by the
United Nations to observe the
interactions between Israelis and
Palestinians in Hebron. The U.N.
felt that observers were needed
after Baruch Goldstein, an Israeli
soldier, opened fire on Palestinians in the Mosque of Abraham;
twenty-nine Palestinians were
killed in the attack. Hebron is
mostly under Israeli control;
they have divided up Hebron into
· sections: Israel controls one and
Palestine is supposed to control
the other part.
Our guide from the TIPH, Jonas Hansson, gave us background
on the conflict in Hebron and
a mini history lesson. Halfway
through the talk Jonas pulled up a
map that showed Hebron and how
it is divided among Israelis. Jonas
showed that Israeli settlers have

"Along the Jordan River," was
taken to a dark room and interrogated for days on end, and no
one sustained abuse from the
Israeli Defense Force (IDF). The
soldiers would sometimes stop
our Palestinian bus driver and
then come onto the bus and ask
us for our passports. After some
deliberation between the guards,
my group was allowed to pass
through the checkpoint; this was
common. Students who live in
Israel but attend the University of
Bethlehem need to pass through
such checkpoints twice a day.
They are sometimes stopped for
half an hour or for several hours
as the IDF soldiers are supposedly
doing background checks. The
justification for these checkpoints
is national security, but their only
purpose seems to be hassling

been moving in on Palestiniancontrolled lands, which is illegal.
When asked why the Israelis are
encroaching on Palestinian lands,
Jonas explained that it was due
to the religious belief that once
Hebron and the rest of Israel is inhabited, the rapture would come.
These settlers are obeying divine
law which supercedes man's laws
dictate that invading Palestinian
lands is wrong.
After the presentation, Jonas
led us on a tour through Hebron.
We walked through two different
sections of the city; one section
was under Israeli control and
the other Palestinian control. As
we weaved our way through the
markets, we found that there was
only one route through the city;
many of the streets and alleyways
were blocked off by cement-filled

Assistant Opinion Editor

s some may know, Columbia
University-like many of the
Ivy League schools-has no Reserve
Officer Training Program. The
Ivy League kicked ROTC off their
campuses during the rabid anti-war
protests of the 1960's and, until very
recently, never looked back. These
past few years, however, people have
begun to question this dizzying,·and
quite frankly, un-American policy
of our nation's top universities. During his recent State of the Union
Address, President Obama directly
called for the return of ROTC to all
college campuses.
Make no mistake, many of the Ivy
Leagues have responded patriotically
to the renewed calls for the return
of ROTC. The Yale Political Union
decided that ROTC ought to return
in a move to help the school better
live up to its motto "For God, For
Country, and For Yale." At Harvard
the undergraduate council passed a
bill supporting ROTC and asking that
school list ROTC courses on official
transcripts an:d recognize students'
service to their nation.
At Columbia, the hysterical fervor
against ROTC has finally reached
critical mass. During a town hall
meeting to discuss the university's
ban on ROTC, Columbia students
heckled and jeered Iraq War veteran-and fellow student-Anthony
Maschek. Maschek,aformerArmy
staff sergeant and bona fide war hero,
received the Purple Heart when he
was shot eleven times during a firefight in northern Iraq. Laughing at
him when he tried to explain that
there are determined men the world
over who want nothing more than
to murder Americans, Columbia
students went so far as to call the
young hero a "racist."
Staff sergeant Maschek, who spent
a year in Walter Reid Army Medical
Center before attending Columbia
University on money from the G.I.
Bill, is still confined to a wheelchair
as result of his wounds. As he was
being jeered, he informed the crowd
that he "regretted nothing" and
would do all again if he could. Maschek simply attempted to inform the
crowd that regardless of how you feel
about fighting you should support
our men and women under arms
and the opportunities that the armed
services can provide.
For heroes like Anthony Maschek
to return home and be treated as he
was is simply disgraceful. Anthony
Maschek and countless others across
the generations have been maimed
and wounded to protect this nation,
along with those whom made the
ultimate sacrifice.
It might be too much to expect
these students at Columbia University to understand that we are at
war with an enemy that would give
anything for an opportunity to slit
each and every Americans' throats.
It would simply shatter their rose
colored view of the world. However,
we can and should expect them to respect and honor the men and women
who do everything they can to keep
this nation safe from harm.

A

ANTHONY GOTTI

T

of the market, we passed under
large sheets of meshed wire that
blocked out the sky. On closer
inspection, we noticed that there

so as to warn patrons against
shopping there; another was the
use of ghettos and forcing Jews
from their homes into poorly

were rocks and cups, bags of garbage and other refuse tangled up
in the meshing. Jonas told us that
Israeli settlers live in apartments
above the market and that they
throw junk out their windows to
hassle the Palestinian shoppers.
We came to a deserted part of
Hebron, outside of downtown,
where there were several Israeli
apartment complexes. AJong the
first floor of apartments there
were heavy metal doors that protect merchants' stores. It was a
bizarre sight because all of these
doors were closed. None of the
shops were open. Jonas pointed
out the graffiti on the doors;
there were stars of David on each
door, on a block that was filled
with now vacant shops. Jonas
explained to us that the stars of
David signify a Jewish victory
over the Palestinian shop keepers.
On one of our free days, my
group and I went to Yod Vashem,
the Holocaust memorial. It is
a striking museum dedicated
to raising awareness about the
atrocities suffered by the Jewish
people during the l 930's and
40's. One of the aims of the Yod
Vashem museum is to learn from
the past in the hope that certain
mistakes will not be repeated.
In the case of Yod Vashem, one
comes away from the museum
feeling wounded by the cruelty of

constructed buildings with little
food and water. The final terror in
the Nazi's arsenal was the concentration camp, where many Jews
were forced to work in extremely
difficult conditions and, in time,
were executed.
While in Palestine we toured a
refugee camp where Palestinians
who once lived in and around
Jerusal~m were_sent, afterlsraelis
kicked them out of their homes.
These Palestinian refugees were
not only expelled from Jerusalem,
but also from other cities and
towns in Israel where they are
no longer welcome. The refugee
camp didn't have paved roads, a
stable water supply, and experienced frequent electrical blackouts. One of the most shocking
things about the refugee camps
was what the IDF soldiers call
them: concentration areas.
The Israelis seem to lack a sense
of irony. _I visited the holocaust
memorial and learned about
the horrible things that the Jewish people went through. I was
shocked to tour through Palestinian towns and witness how the
Palestinians are being oppressed
by the Israelis. It doesn't seem as
though Yod Vashem is serving its
full purpose. Sure, it teaches visitors about the past, but it doesn't
seem to \>e inspiring a sense of
good will towards humanity. One

the Nazis and filled with empathy
for the Jews. Many of the exhibits
detailed the different ways that
the Nazis would terrorize the

need not e~en travel fifty miles
from the museum to witness firsthand the depths of human cruelty.
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Wisconsin
Senators
on the lam

Political Cartoon

llJ Tricia Slvelll
Staff Writer

t seems like the word of the
month is "protest," and it
ranges from protesting sexual
misconduct in Italy, and equality
in Egypt, to democracy in Libya.
Here in America , people are
banding together in Wisconsin ,
Indiana, Ohio, Tennessee and
across the states, demanding to
be heard on issues of personal
freedom. Most of the attention
is on Wisconsin, where Governor Walker is pushing a bill
for unions which would limit
collective bargaining for wages,
preventing them from negotiating benefits and work conditions.
This would also require them to
contribute more to their pension
and health care plans, put a cap
on wages, and limit contracts to
one year. If you're like me, you
looked at "collective bargaining," and typed it into dictionary.
com. Let me save you the time,
according to Miriam Webster, it
means "negotiation between an
employee and the trade union."
It's not only Wisconsin that
is aiming to limit union rights,
but states across America seem
to be following suit. Tennessee's
State Senate passed a bill last
week which ehded collective
bargaining rights for teachers,
despite loud protests. Ohio's
Governor John Kasich (R) is
attempting to end collective
bargaining rights as well. Indiana's Governor Mitch Daniels
(R), who delivered an executive
order in 2005 which ended collective bargaining rights for state
employees, is now supporting a
similar measure.
However, Wisconsin's Democrat and Independent legislators
have taken to hiding in Illinois to .
prevent voting on the budget bill
that would limit these rights. If
the senators stay on the run, they
will prevent the vote on the measure. In order to vote, the Senate
needs 20 members, and there are
only 19 republicans.
According to Sky Valley News,
Gov. Walker said, "If we do not
get these changes, and the Sen- ·
ate Democrats don't come back,
we're going to be forced to make
up the savings in layoffs and that
to me is just unacceptable." Last
week state troopers were sent to
the homes of the Senators, who
were rumored to have stopped
there to get supplies before going on the lam, but they did not
find anyone. Does anyone else
think this sounds like some sort
of John Grisham government
conspiracy novel?
The fleeing Senators represent
a dying breed of lawmakers who
take a stand for workers rights
in America. As long as they stay
in hiding and prevent the majority Republicans from stripping
workers from their voice, the bill
won't pass and they will have succeeded in protecting the rights of
hard working Americans.

I
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Thursday, March 10
1 O:OOam - 4:00pm
cap and gown
graduation
announcements
college rings
post graduation
receptions
plot applications
senior

Friday, March 11
1 O:OOam - 4:00pm

Catering 61itzlll
Friday, March 11
12:00 - 2:00pm

Soda Activity Center

po~rait

Questions?

and more ...

contact the commencement Office
925.631.8300

. email commencement®stmarys-ca.edu
Website: www.stmarys-ca.edufcommencement ·
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Sushi 101: overcoming the fear and reaping the benefits
We Be Sushi a great place to explore Japanese food in the Mission on a college student's budget
lllJ S.1111 Jamma
Staff Writer

We Be Sushi
1071 Valencia St
San Francisco, CA
(415) 826-0607

"Don't watch," I told my two
accompanying friends, as I furn-.
bled with my chopsticks to lift one
of the neatly prepared pieces from
the house special roll. Carefully
dipping the bottom into a small
dish of soy sauce and dissolving
wasabi, I kept my friend's advice
in mind: to
not
think
about it, and
just ... eat .. .it.
So I popped
it into my
mouth,
all
the
while
keeping
a
prayer .iri the
back of my
mind that I
not regurgitate my food
the way I
felt like doing the first .
and last time
I'd ever had
sushi before.
Mission accomplished
(surprisingly).
We Be Sushi, the location of

the successful mission, is close to
the comer of Valencia and 22nd in
San Francisco. Already a physical
hole-in-the-wall sort of place with
its long but nariow rectangular size
and limited seating, We Be Sushi
provides the atmosphere of one as
well, with its fast and friendly service and variety of quirky Japanese
and American decorations. But
what truly makes this place a standout is the pricing-which for most
money-strapped college kids, is like
a gift from sushi heaven. Throughout the day, there are various spe-

cials available to choose from. I ordered the Early Bird Special, which

is offered every
day from 5 to 7
pm. For just $7.95,
you get 5 piece nigiri (your choice),
the Valencia roll,
seaweed or spinach salad (your
choice),
rniso
soup, and rice.
The tea was
poured
quickly,
which was nice
after having just
come in from the
windy evening
outside.
Since
this was the second time I had
decided to give sushi a try after
the first experience years ago, the
tea w~ comforting-an acquired
taste from before made it a refreshing, neutral drink to sip in between
parts of the meal. The salad arrived soon afterwards, along with
the rice and miso soup. At first, I
just picked at the salad a bit with
my chopsticks, but it turned out to
be sweet and salty, sprinkled with
sesame seeds, and just the right
texture, chewy but not stringy. As
I drank the soup from the bowl, I
felt like I could literally taste the
deep aroma that lifted from it;
the perfect temperature made the
onions, carrots, and even long
strips of leaves literally melt in
my mouth. Thanks to its salty aftertaste, it went well with the plain

Adele: 21 and legal
2009 Grammy winner's new-album explores new sounds
llV Jazt · ·
Contributing
Writer

•

Adele
21

I remember being a senior
in high school, staying up on
weekends to catch the newest
episode of Saturday Night Live.
On a particular night, Tina Fey
portrayed a dazed Sarah Palin,
and music newcomer Adele performed her first single, "Chasing
Pavements." Little did I know,
not only would this be one of the
most watched episodes of Saturday Night Live, but also Adele's
first album 19 would launch up
the Billboard Charts.
From there, it was history. At
the 2009 Grammy Awards, this
British singer-songwriter won the
award for Best New Artist, and
her first single, "Chasing Pavements," won the award for Best
Female Pop Vocal Performance.
After the awards, she went back
into the studio to start prepping
for her sophomore album. Two
years later, she continues to wow
her fans by releasing her second
album, .appropriately named 21.
Adele's 21 explores many different styles of music developed
over time, which makes the album appealing to fans of different
genres. The lead single "Rolling
in the Deep" has a gospel-blues
melody. "I'll Be Waiting" gives
off a Motown vibe. "Rumour

Has It" brings back the rhythm of
a call-and-response song. Adele
makes sure there is something for
everyone in this album.
However, ·she still goes back to
her roots and shows us the sounds
that made audiophiles fall in love
with her the first time. She takes
the time to slow it down, which
makes listeners remember why
we fell in love with her in the first
place. "Don't You Remember"
serves as a message to a former
lover as Adele attempts to win
him back. Other slow songs on
the album include "I Found a

Boy" and "Lovesong," in which
Adele pays homage to English
rock group The Cure.
Steering far away from the
techno sounds of today's mainstream selections, Adele avoids
the common sophomore slumps
that other artists often fall prey
to. Giving us new sounds as well
as going back to her roots, this
Grammy winner's album does
not disappoint.
Download: "Rumour Has It"
Grade: A

Photo courtesy
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Photo courtesy of y e lp .co m

rice.
Once the main platter arrived,
the individual-sized portions created a taste test of sorts. Dumping
a little bit too much of the wasabi
into the soy sauce, I proceeded to
swallow my first piece of the Valencia roll, which consisted of spicy
cooked fish, fresh scallion, and
avocado. A little sweet and very
delicious, it had a wholesome taste,
as though each piece were a minimeal in and of itself. The nigiri was
when the trouble came, though.soft and easily eaten, the hamachi
(yellowtail) was alright, as was the
catch of the day (salmon), but I
realized by the second piece that
personally, I felt like the raw fish
was a bit tasteless and too flabby
for my liking. The serving of nasu
(eggplant) proved to be too large to

eat in one bite, but right after, the
tamago (omelet) and unagi (freshwater eel) salvaged the rest of the
meal. The tamago was incredibly
delicious: sweet, soft, and easily
eaten, and in fact, better without
the sauce. The unagi was especially
flavorful-a bit daunting by appearance and hard to eat all in one
bite, it was ever so slightly sweet
and crispy around the edges, with
an aftertaste that was not too fishy,
but honestly left me wanting more.
l3ut other than that last bite, the
rest of the meal left me very satisfied. I highly recommend We Be
Sushi, because it is flavorful and affordable with a cozy and charming
atmosphere. It is the perfect place
to go any time of the week.
Grade: A

- - Have You Heard? - Dev
lllJ Jazo M1lses
Contributing Writer

Turn on the radio these days,
and chances are, you'll hear Far
East Movement's "Like
a G6" about ten million times. Listen a little
closer to the chorus
and you'll hear Dev, a
Northern Californiabased electropop artist. Dev started off on
MySpace, where she
was discovered by the
production team The
Cataracs, who are responsible for "G6." In
2009, she moved to Los
Angeles to start producing music.
Dev had her big
break in 2010. While producing
music with The Cataracs, she cowrote a song who!ie chorus ended
tip being sampled in "Like a G6."

In the hopes of not being known as
simply "The- G6 Girl," Dev went
into the studio to record more hits:
In December, she released her first

single "Bass Down Low," which
can be described as a more electric
version of Ke$ha's "TiK ToK."
Dev's music is sweeping the
nation. Recently, she collaborated

with the New Boyz on their new
single "Back Seat." Until her album comes out later this spring,
check out "Bass Down Low" and

experience the magic for yourself.
Download: "Bass Down Low"
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Gaels win first game of PCSC Crossover
Junior Britany Linton pitches complete game in 6-3 victory
Staff Writer

The softball team has brought
home their first win of the season
with a 6-3 win over Idaho State
Saturday at the Pacific Coast
Softball Conference Crossover
Tournament held at Sacramento
State. The team was led by pitcher
Britany Linton who threw a complete game with seven strike-outs.

The Gaels offense was led by
freshman Brittany Sabatini who
had two RBI's, the first sending
Kayla Gonzales to score the first
run, and was shortly followed by
Tiffany Gonzales sending Michelle Mounts home and giving
the Gaels an early 2-0 lead over
the Bengals. Brittany Sabatini's
next RBI came in the fifth as she
sent Michelle Mounts home for
her second run of the game. A

strong sixth inning followed as
the girls scored three more runs
solidifying their victory.
The Gaels played two contests
on Sunday, winning a 5-2 contest
against Weber State and losing 3-0
to Portland State. Game information was not available at press
time. The Gaels will next travel
to Long Beach, California for the
Long Beach tournament, set for
March 11th.

Different games, simular results for Gaels
Another second half collapse for Saint Marys in loss to Davis
llVDJBtwel
Staff Writer

In many ways, this week's
match for the Saint Mary's women's lacrosse team was exactly like
last week. Sophomore Mariah
Walk was the leading scorer, posting consecutive hat tricks. Goalkeeper Katie Worsdale posted
IO saves in both matches. And
Saint Mary's was in the game at
halftime. Unfortunately for the
Gaels, this week also ended in a
loss. This week's version was a
21-12 road defeat at the hands of
the UC-Davis Aggies.
At halftime, the Gaels led 7-6
by scoring four straight leading

into the final thirty minutes. This
trend continued, because with
twenty minutes remaining in the
game, the score was even at 10.
But the hometown Aggies rallied
off three straight goals and never
looked back. After an answer by
the Gaels' Jillian Chong, Davis
then went on an 8-1 run to finish
the match. Much like last week's
game against UC-Berkeley, a second half lapse doomed the Gaels'
chances of chalking up their first
win of the season. This loss gave
Saint Mary's an 0-2 overall record, 0-1 in league.
Next week, the Gaels will
travel to Denver, Colorado for
their second league match of the
season. Denver has yet to play a

Courtesy of smcgaels.com

Junior Juliet Munroe scored two
goals in the 21·12 loss to Davis on
Friday.

league match, but has posted four
losses to open the season.

BASEBALL: Gaels to face #26 Irvine at home
continued from page 8

MBBALL: Defense struggles again

continued from page 8
the conference, but a loss to rival
Gonzaga on Thursday - a 89-85
overtime loss in which Saint Mary's
had multiple chances to win - tied
up the two teams in the conference
regular season title race at 10-3
apiece. Oonzaga won easily on
SaturdayoverSanDiego-theteam
who started the Gaels three game
losing streak - while the Gaels used
a second half surge to beat Portland
83-69 on Saturday.
So the two teams will share the
title, but the road gets anything but
easier for either squad. An automatic bid will go to the winner of
the conference championship in Las
Vegas next week, and neither team
can feel exceptionally confident in
their NCAA Tournament hopes
without that automatic dance ticket.
Still, there is plenty to be proud
of. "Shoot, either way you cut it,
we're conference champions two
years in a row," Bennett said. "And
that's hard to do."
The contest against Gonzaga
on Thursday was a battle between
two tough and determined teams,
but Saint Mary's couldn't come up
with the closing plays and Gonzaga
did in their 89-85 overtime victory.
With the game tied at 76-76, McConnell missed a potential game
winner with 2 seconds left that sent
the game into OT, but it was all
Gonzaga from there as they shot
66. 7% in the extra time and Saint
Mary's made just one of seven from
the field.
Sophomore guard Matthew
Dellavedova had 24 points and five
assists, junior forward Rob Jones

had 21 points and five boards and
McConnell had 15 points, nine
assists and five steals, while Sam
Dower had 21 for the Zags, who
had five scorers in double figures.
"It was just two pretty even
teams," Bennett said afterwards.
The Gaels trailed 39-38 at halftime against Portland, but a strong
second half ensured the conference
title. The second half surge was led
by the freshman Holt, who scored
three threes in the first five minutes
of the half and continually found a
way to disrupt the Portland offense.
Saint Mary's tightened up both their
offense and their defense - shooting
57% in the second half and holding
Portland to 36.4% shooting. Holt
had 16 points and four steals, while
Dellavedova again led the Gaels in
scoring with 21 points and added
five assists. Jared Stohl led the Pilots
with 16.
According to Bennett, the Gaels
can celebrate until Monday. "There
are a lot of guys who haven't won
this," he said. "They better enjoy it
tonight. We'll all feel good tomorrow. And then this week, we'll try
to get better and go into this tournament playing well."
The Gaels will play on Sunday
at 5:00 p.m., and will face either
Santa Clara, Portland or LMU
depending on how the first rounds
of the tournament go. Should they
win, they will advance for the third
straight season to the title game,
which will be held on Monday the
7th. Coverage on Sunday's game
will be in next week's edition of the
Collegian.
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stole third and then came home on
a throwing error by Gaels' Junior
catcher Toby DeMello. Starting
pitcher Junior Kyle Barraclough
(0-2) was tagged with the loss. He
pitched 5.2 innings, giving up a
run on five hits. Oregon's starting
pitcher Madison Boer (2-0) went
7 .1 innings for his second win of
the season. He pitched 7 .1 innings,
surrendering five hits, no runs with
six strikeouts.
On Sunday, The Gaels could

not take advantage of another
fine starting pitching performance,
committing three errors on· the
game that led to two unearned
runs. They eventually dropped the
rubber match 3-2.
Sophomore Martin Agosta (02) was on the mound for the Gaels
and took the loss. He pitched 6.0
innings giving up three runs, one
earned, over five hits and striking
out six. Oregon countered with
Christian Jones (1-0). He went 7.0

innings also surrendering five hits
and one run. He baffled the Gaels,
striking out twelve and walking
two. Sophomore Patrick Wisdom
homered for the Gaels in top of
the sixth, pulling the Gaels within
a run, but they were retired in order in the ninth to end the game.
The Gaels will return home this
weekend where they will host the
#26 ranked UC Irvine Ante.a ters,
starting at 2:00 PM Friday at Louis Guisto Field.

WBBALL: Slow start plagues team again

wee Men's Basketball Standings
Team

wee

Saint Mary's

11-3
11-3
10-4
8-6
6-6
. 5-9
2-12
2-12

Gonzaga
San Francisco
Santa Clara
Portland
Pepperdine
San Diego .

LMU

Overall
23-7
21-9
16-13
18-13
20-10
11-20
6-23
10-20

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

continued from page 8
up and took the lead, 11-8, off a three
by Smith with 11:51 to go in the
half. Portland fought back to take a
~ve point lead with 1:46 to go in the
half. Smith hit another three to bring
the Gaels within two, 25-27, heading
into halftime.
. Saint Mary's started the second
half slow, allowing Portland to go on
a 15-6 run to take a 42-31 lead with
14:57 left. Junior guard Alex Carbone! responded with two threes and
two free-throws to spark a I 0-0 run
for SMC. Carbone! gave the Gaels

a 49-48 lead with 8:48 to play off a
lay-up. Saint Mary's held on to the
lead by keeping the Pilots scoreless
in the final three minutes of play to
win 62-52.
Carbone! had a career.:high 20
points. Smith also notched 20 for the
Gaels while Tomlinson bad 14 points
and 13 rebounds.
With the win Saint Mary's secured
a second place finish in the wee and
a WNlT playoff berth, providing they
do not receive an NCAA playoff selection. The Gaels head to Las Vegas

wee Women's Basketball Standings
Team
#23 Gonzaga

Saint Mary's
Pepperdine
Portland
Santa Clara

LMU
San Diego
San Francisco

wee
14-0
10-4
9-5
6-8
6-8
5-9
5-9
1-13

Overall
26-4
18-11
18-10
15-14
10-18
11-17
16-13
4-24

for the WCC tournament. Their second place finish secures them a bye
until the semifinals. The Gaels will
play at l :30 p.m. on Sunday.

Need a Tutor?
Get one free at the
Tutorial and Academic
Skills Center
Filippi Academic Hall,
Room 190
Want to work as a
Tutor?
Get a job at the
Tutorial and Academic
Skills Center
Email irp l@stmarys-ca.
edu

Mark Anderson
Baseball
Junior pitcher Mark
Anderson pitched
seven innings with
5 hits and two runs
in the Gaels 3-2 win
against # 15 ranked
Oregon on Friday. .
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Go Gaels!

Victories prepare Gaels for Vegas
Men's basketball splits week, shares regular
season crown with rival Gonzaga

Victory in Portland locks up second seed for
Women's basketball, at least a WNIT bid

Max Crowell/ COLLEGIAN

Max Crqwell/ COLLEGIAN

The Saint Mary's men's basketball team celebrates their first conference championship since
1997 after a 83-69 victory over Portland on Saturday.

Junior guard Alex Carbone! scored 20 points in the Gaels 62 -52 victory and helped secure
the-Gaels the 2nd seed ill the wee.
--

bV Brvant West

bV cami1 Imeson

Editor-in-Chief

Staff Writer

It was hardly a pretty past few weeks, but in
While it most certainly wasn't how Randy
the end it was the Gaels hoi
sting a Bennett's squad would have liked to finish the
WCC Regular Season trophy - - - - - - - - - - - - conference schedule, it did
amongst a sea of fans.
~
give Saint Mary's something
Two weeks ago, The Saint
to be proud of - a share of
Mary's Gaels just needed two
their first conference regular
wins in their last three games
season title since 1997.
to secure lone supremacy of
,,
"Obviously, it would have
the West Coast Conference.
been nice to do it on Thursday
They sat with a RPI at 30 and
(against Gonzaga)," senior
were comfortably considered
guard Mickey McConnell
a NCAA Tournament lock.
said amongst a sea of excited Gaels faithful.
Skip forward a week and a half, where the "But it's the first time we can share it in a while,
Gaels tied for the conference title, saw their so we'll just be happy with it."
RPI fall to 56 after three straight losses, and
It wasn't the prettiest of times for a team
will now likely need to win the conference that once looked so comfortable at the top of
tournament in Las Vegas next weekend to feel
MBBALL,.p7
confident in their Big Dance invite.

83

69

Saint Mary's women's basketball wrapped
The second half was much of the same as
up a second plac·e finish in the wee this Gonzaga continued to build a forty point lead,
weekend with a win over the
winning 106-66. Smith
University of Portland. The
~
notched 24 points for
Gaels bounced back from a
Saint Mary's. Senior forblow-out loss to #23 Gonzaga
ward Louella Tomlinson
on Thursday to defeat the Pilots
scored 10 points, grabbed
by ten, 62-52 on Saturday.
,,
four rebounds and dished
The match-up against Gon.•
out four assists.
zaga was very much a repeat of
Undeterred by the loss,
their game earlier in the season.
the Gaels bounced back
The Gaels came out slow in the first half and against Portland just two days later. Saint
allowed the Bulldogs to build a strong lead. Mary's was plagued by a slow start, notching
Redshirt junior guard Jasmine Smith knocked only two points in the first seven minutes of
down the first five points for the Gaels and play. The Pilots had a similarly stow start,
added 17 points in the half. The Bulldogs had recording only seven points. The Gaels caught
three players in double figures and headed into
WBBALL, p7
halftime with a solid 56-33 lead.

------------.
62
52

Gaels go 1-2 in games against #15 ranked Oregon
~Junior

pitcher Mark Anderson's strong performance gives Gaels lone win of week

11V Trlslla llllllS
Staff Writer

The Saint Mary's Gaels traveled to Eugene, Oregon last weekend to take on the # 15 Oregon
Ducks, and went 1-2 on the weekend. They broke out in the eighth
inning to win 3-2 on Friday, were
silenced on Saturday losing 3-0,
and lost again on Sunday 3-2· despite turning in a fourth straight
quality pitching performance.
On Friday, the Gaels (4-2) benefited from five walks and a wild
pitch in the eighth inning to earn
a come-from-behind win against
the Oregon Ducks (4-3) 3-2.
Ducks' starting pitcher Tyler
Anderson blanked the Gaels for

the first 7.1 innings, until letting
up in the eighth inning. .Entering
the inning up 2-0, he surrendered
a · single to Senior Justin Fazio
and a walk to Junior Troy Channing with one away.
Reliever Kellen Moen (0-1)
was summoned from the bullpen
in relief of Anderson and took
the loss. He walked Sophomore
Breden Kalfus, who eventually
scored the go-ahead run, to load
the bases. The next batter, Sophmore Patrick Wisdom coaxed another walk to force in the Gael's
first run.
Junior Mark Anderson (1-0)
earned the win for the Gaels in
his first performance of the season. He threw seven innings, allowing five hits and two runs.

He gave up both runs in the first
inning, ·and then proceded to
shutout the Ducks the rest of the
way. Senior Dorsey Ek induced a
double play to get himself out of
trouble to earn the save (1).
On Saturday, the Gaels found
themselves in another pitcher's
duel, but a costly error in the bottom of the third led to the winning run. The Ducks added on
two more runs in their half of the
eighth for insurance and went on
to split the weekend series winning 3-0.
The Ducks scored the winning
run with a little small ball. Marcus Piazzisi singled up the middle, moved to second on a bunt,

BASEBALL, P7

Courtest of smcgaels.com

Sophomore guard Patrick Wisdom had his first homerun of the year in
Sunday's 3-2 loss in Oregon.

